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Job vacancy: 

Chief Operation Office in Rotterdam (Netherlands) 

Number of available position: 1 

General information: 

Location: Rotterdam (NL) 

Form of employment: full time 

Type of contract: Fixed term: 12 months  

Minimum monthly salary (Euro): 1700 + a turnover related incentive 

Job description:  

It’s about a young training center in Rotterdam with the mission of assisting immigrants to integrate 

into Dutch society by preparing them for the job market through teaching the language, usable 

skills and career coaching. The center has been selected as one of the top 5 language training 

centers in the Netherlands. The plan is to create highly specialized training programs that are 

tailored to prepare immigrants to become a high skilled force and to find jobs in high tech industry 

especially biotechnology. 

As it is expanding beyond its language training skills and moving beyond Rotterdam to other cities 

with high concentration of immigrants, the company is looking for a COO, who will lead a rapid 

expansion, while overseeing successful and growing operations in its existing markets. 

You will report to the company's founder and CEO, and play a leadership role that encompass the 

entire operation of the company. 

You will also be responsible for designing and successfully launching new training programs in the 

existing site in Rotterdam and other cities. You will recruit local manpower, set up operations, 

ensure localization of new branches. You have to be an opportunity to change the life of those that 

toke refuge in the Netherlands and offer a path to integrate in the society and become a 

responsible citizen. 

 The company offers: 

 Dutch language course, 6 hours a week for 6 months 

 a turnover related incentive 

Requirements:  

 General requirements:  

o EU28 + Norway or Iceland citizenships* 

o Residence in any of the EU28 Member States + Norway or Iceland (outside NL)* 
o Registered on Reactivate/YfEj platform with a complete CV in English 
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 Language knowledge:  
o  Advanced  written and verbal communication skills in English language.  
o Advanced Persian 
o Basic Dutch 

 
 Other specific requirements:     Education and/or Experience: 

 Excellent education and/or relevant training PhD in biomedical sciences or related degree   

preferred. 

 5+ years teaching experience at the College and University levels in Biotechnology related 

fields. 

 Formal training and experience in the biotechnology field. 

 New training program design and launch experience, including having recruited and trained 

local staff, acquired locations, deployed assets. 

 Formal training in Project Management. 

 Experiences in Teaching and training management courses. 

 Proven, superior communication, analytical, and project management skills. 

 Excellent verbal and written communication skills, including the ability to make persuasive 

presentations. 

 Proficient in the knowledge and use of technical computer applications. 

 Knowledge of the issues and concerns relative to public education/administration and 

proven success in the implementation of that knowledge. 

 Cultural sensitivity and believe in gender equality is a must. 

 Ability and willingness to travel internationally on roughly a monthly basis. 

Procedure to participate in the selection: 

To participate in the selection it is necessary to be registered on Reactivate/YfEj Platform: 

http://www.yourfirsteuresjob.eu/it/login 

The CV inserted must be written in English and COMPLETED in all the fields.  

Once you are registered and you have COMPLETELY filled in your CV, please send an email to 

jobmobility@cittametropolitanaroma.gov.it, indicating “Chief Operation Office in 

Rotterdam (Netherlands)” in the subject. 

Only candidates registered with a complete CV and responding to the requirements will be 

contacted for the selection. 

* Nationals and/or residents in Norway and Iceland are eligible only for YfEj 6.0 (18-35 years 

old) 
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